Abstract. The influence of lattice structure defects on phase transition phenomena was studied in framework of 2D spin model. Effective mass of defect was proposed for investigation of conformal properties of the model at critical point. The volume dependence of defect's mass at critical point and the Critical Casimir interaction of two defects were studied. It was shown that this Casimir interaction is attraction for any value of hopping parameter. The confinement of the defect on the defects line and the process of defects line collapse were studied. Applications in nanophysics and biophysics were discussed.
Casimir effect emerges in various fields of physics. For example, critical Casimir forces in a biophysics application are calculated analytically in [6] . Membranes of living cells exhibit properties similar to those of the critical Ising model. Protein inclusions in cellular membrane are modeled.
Another approach to the study of the properties of critical Casimir effect in biophysical problems is developed in work [7] . The authors of the article proposed that this ensures the interaction of biological structures by Casimir forces at large distances. They calculate the interaction forces potential of membrane inclusions. Calculations performed within the framework of conformal field theory are verified by numerical calculations by the Monte Carlo method.
Besides, the lattice models are applied in studying the properties of various media with characteristic features. Water has a significant impact on the physical and biological processes that occur in the medium. Various models of water are widely used to study this effect. Lattice gas model was first proposed in [8, 9] . In [10] Monte Carlo numerical studies of 3D water properties are represented.
It is known that temperature of the phase transition in 2D Ising model depends on the defects' presence. A thorough research of this phenomenon is enclosed in [11] . They have showed, that the critical temperature variation is proportional to concentration of defects. In our paper we will consider the structures of defects, whose number grows slower than the volume does, and therefore, based on [11] , the variation of the critical temperature value can be neglected for large volumes.
Vacancies -both individual and lines -are studied in our work. The Casimir force appears to change initial form of defect structures. In our investigation we use the numerical Monte Carlo technique. We determine a defect line by putting defects next to each other.
Definitions
Let us introduce a 2D lattice of square unit cells with L nodes along each side. L varies from 20 to 150. We study vacancies that are absent atoms in certain nodes. The defects are put in corresponding places and the total energy is calculated by means of Monte-Carlo modeling. In Ising model the configuration energy is
where J is the coupling constant and σ x is a spin of node x. x enumerates all the nodes. µ is a shift to one column to the right or one row below, so that all the neighboring pairs of nodes are involved once in the sum. In this calculation J = 1 is used. A single defect is just a vacancy, while an extensive one is a group of adjacent vacancies with all corresponding J = 0. Periodic boundary conditions are applied. Our aim is an examination of critical Casimir effects which are energy effects over pure lattice (without defects) characteristics. So, we determine the internal energy of defects as the contribution of defect's presence to the full lattice energy:
where E is full energy of lattice with defects (1) and E 0 is the same but for regular lattice. Thus, we have selected a reference level of energy. It is worth pointing out that individual defects were examined in [12] . It was proved that defect's internal energy has a peak at critical temperature of Ising model 1/T c ≈ 0.44, and the maximum rises with lattice volume. This is why it is essential to compare configurations with equal defects' quantity in every experiment in order to avoid the emergence of divergences.
As usual for classical systems, Boltzmann distribution is used, though we assume Boltzmann constant k B = 1, so the probability of a configuration is given by P(Con f ) = Z −1 e −E(Con f )/T , where Z is a normalization factor. 
Curved defect line
Let us consider a defect line as large as the lattice size. We would like to study if this line can change itself without breaking down. To characterize the resulting curves, we use a notion of curvature K: all the 2D curves form arcs of a certain radii with the constant length.
To begin with, we expect something like a collapse of the curved defect line due to the mutual attraction of the defects. A simple analytical analysis shows that average distance between points of an arc of a cirle increases with radius. Given that the defects are attracted to each other, we come to the conclusion that the curve tends to contract in a circle.
To form defect configurations, we need to convert a smooth curve to a discrete model that will allow us to identify the nodes occupied by defects. To do this, consider the following natural approach. Assume that the radius R ∈ N of the arc is equal to an integer number of lengths of lattice constants. Fix initial node (node 0 in Figure 1 ). Then two adjacent nodes (nodes 1) are considered and the distances from these nodes to the circle center are measured, so the node that provides the minimum of the deviation is selected:
where r j is the distance discussed. Figure 1 demonstrates the successive steps of selecting sampling points, labeled with numbers from 1 to 8. The total amount of defects to be put in the lattice is determined by the line length. Let us check the advantage of turning a line into an arc of a circle numerically. For this purpose, we choose lattices of several sizes and fill them with the discretized arcs of defects with different radii. With the help of Monte Carlo simulation, the total energy of the system was calculated. All the computations were done at 1/T = 0.44. In paper [11] it is shown that critical temperature depends on defects' concentration. However, as we consider curves of length L in lattices of size L 2 , the concentration decreases as a function of L. In such a situation, we neglect a small difference between 0.44, the critical temperature of pure lattice and the bulk critical temperature of the system considered. After we subtract the total energy of the configuration corresponding to a certain large radius (an immediate check showed that there is no difference, to do a subtraction with a straight line or with a slightly curved arc). So, the energy E depicted in the figures of this Section equals E = E tot (K) − E tot (K 0 ), where K 0 is a constant (rather small) curvature and E tot is the total energy (1) . Figure 2a shows the dependence of the specific energy on the curvature K = 1/R. Considering the region of low curvatures, we note that the specific energy is almost the same for all lattice sizes. The reason is that the curve is almost like a straight line and extends from the edge to the edge of the grid. By dividing the total energy by the number of nodes, we can not distinguish two lines along their length (since we deal with the energy per unit length). For larger curvatures, the difference is significant, because the number of spin nodes between "semicircular branches" depends on the size of the lattice. At the same time, the graphs in Figure 2a has a feature in behavior: there is a region of local maximum where the energy grows with the curvature.
An attentive reader will note that for line of length L = 100 the maximal possible curvature (when line is folded into a circle) is K=0.063, but Figure 2a Let's analyze the curvature value K = 0.035 (where the curve rise in Figure 2b starts) for the lattice 100 × 100. The radius corresponding to this curvature is R = 1/K ≈ 28.571. A circle whose half-length is L 1/2 = 100 has a diameter d = 2L 1/2 /π ≈ 63.662, which is approximately twice the size of R mentioned above. This means that the curve with this curvature has the form of a semicircle.
Due to periodic boundary conditions, many identical copies of the defect curve are located in the system at a certain distance from each other. And they are attracted to each other. With further bending, the branches of each circle approach each other, but move away from the corresponding branches of adjacent curves. This increases the energy of the system. Consequently, the observed local maximum is a volume effect. Figure 2c illustrates the phenomenon: in case of small K only the endings themselves take part in the interaction, so few spins are involved in the process. But after the line is distorted, a lot more nodes appear opposite their counterparts, so energy volume effect is tangible. Finally, as the curvature advances, the intensity of the effect decreases, and the attraction again lowers the energy.
To overcome this problem, it would be good to move the neighboring curves far away from each other (to an infinite distance), but in a finite lattice model we can only try to double the size of the lattice. The length of the curve remains the same: L = 75. The data obtained are shown in Figure 2b . The solid line has a local maximum (the region of repulsion of the branches), but the dashed line is almost monotonic and more adjacent to the linear approximation of the region of small curvature. In the second case, the neighboring curves interact less (due to the greater distance between them) and the attraction between the branches of one curve prevails.
To study the scale invariance, we have plotted the dimensionless product KL along the horizontal axis (see Figure 2d) . The graphs coincide with remarkable accuracy. This supports the existence of scale invariance in the vicinity of the phase transition. It is important to note that the local maximum of the observed curves is an appearance of the volume effect. The study showed that when considering large lattice, the linear energy's dependence on curvature is strongly pronounced. According to the graphs presented in Figure 2d , the coefficient of this dependence is defined:
In case of an infinite lattice, if we bend a curve into a circle, an energy of 2πa per curve's node is emitted (so far as L/R = 2π). Thus, constant a can be treated with as a specific energy of a flat analog of a helix.
Defect-antidefect pair
The simplest deformation of the line is a tearing off one defect from it. Physically, an atom enters the center of line, so that the defect migrates atom's previous place (see Figure 3a) . As a result, we get one defect nearby the defect line and one occupied vacancy.
The process described is someway similar to production of particle-antiparticle pair in quantum field theory if we associate a defect torn from the line with a particle and the atom with an antiparticle. By means of this analogy, we treat the atom as an "antidefect". The whole effect is called a defectantidefect pair production.
Above all, it is essential to create a pair from vacuum. If somebody affects the lattice in such a way that a vacancy sinks in the second raw of lattice, two objects appear -a defect (vacancy in the depth) and an antidefect (the atom pushed into the fist layer). One can refer to defect line as a source of particles (the Dirac sea). It is well-known from experimental physics that energy is needed to bring a particle from the sea. So, we estimate an energetic threshold to appear. It is known that a pair of two particles undergo attraction. Will situation be the opposite this time? A numerical experiment casts light on the problem.
A result of numerical modeling is presented in Figure 4a . The whole energy of a lattice minus energy of a lattice with the reference configuration is depicted as a function of reverse temperature. We deal with two configurations: the first (black) is a straight line while the second (red) is implemented as shown in Figure 3a . Apparently, correlation radius tends to zero at infinite temperature and defects stop to sense each other, so no significant difference is observed left-hand. However in solid form (low temperatures) the diversity in configuration is appreciable. In this subsection we are interested in movement tendency that is how defect and antidefect had moved if they were loose. To arrive at a solution a series of configurations was tested with the object to energy variation. Thereby behaviour of the Ising model concerned with particle-antiparticle pair production coincides with that of field theory.
Meanwhile our study extends farther. Figure 3b depicts a lattice, where defect and antidefect are separated by distance d = 2. Let us examine interaction energy as a function of d:
where E DA (d) is full energy of lattice with a defect-antidefect pair in distance of d and E re f is the reference energy. The reference energy is the full energy of lattice with two defects fixed in some distance between them. The reference energy is a level to calibrate the interaction effect. Theoretically, the reference distance must be chosen as infinity, but we use a lattice approximation, so our field of activity is limited by the lattice size. The choice must be made so that two defects were far away from each other as soon as possible. Recalling that periodic boundary conditions are used, the distance can be a half of the lattice size. The results of computer calculation (see Figure 4b ) reveal that the effect is appreciable enough. E int (d) turns to be positive, so defect and antidefect tend to undergo mutual repulsion. It is an engaging effect: if somebody pushes an atom of lattice into a free space strip, then the vacancy, immersed into the crystal, begins to run away from the initial position.
The results discussed are obtained using Monte Carlo on a 20 × 20 lattice. It is well-known that small lattices are prone to volume effects, so that results could be incorrect. To deal with the situation in a proper way, we repeated the same calculation on a set of larger lattices and searched for an approximation. The process is shown in Figure 4c . Is was proposed to lean on points far away from the critical point (we phase transition takes place). It is important, that peaks of all the four graphs fell onto the approximation line and drift slowly towards the critical point (0.44 in the graph). This is the cause, why we assume the intersection of the approximation line and vertical line of 1/T cr to be the volume limit (where L → ∞). We call this value E asymp that is the asymptotic energy of a defect-antidefect pair in an infinite lattice. It is a prediction though.
Next, the same prediction was made for other distances between pair components, so the asymptotic interaction energy as a function of the distance is obtained (see Figure 4d) . Actually, the curve fits well the Coulomb potential, for which we get
This is interaction energy. Comparing this with a well-known electrostatics potential one can conclude that a has the meaning of a charge squared providing that a defect and an antidefect both have equal charges. This leads to √ a ≈ 0.696 to be an interaction intensity characteristic.
Conclusion
We focus our intention on the problem of Casimir interaction of defects. To solve this problem we used the numerical Monte-Carlo simulation of Ising model with defects.
As a major goal, we studied the processes of defect line deformation. The simplest one is pullingout the defect out of line with generation of "antidefect" (an atom appeared in the previous node of the defect). We confirmed that one should spend energy to create a pair. This process is the analogy to QFT's process where a defect plays the role of a particle and defect line -of the Dirac sea. We showed that defect and antidefect undergo the forces of repulsion unlike the QFT. An analogy is given between the interaction of a pair with the electrostatic Coulomb interaction and a "charge" of a defect is obtained.
A study of the Casimir forces of interaction between extensive objects in spin models can help in studying the folding process of proteins. As a simplification, the entire variety of possible curves of fixed length was limited by curves of constant curvature. The one-parameter family of curves obtained in this way was investigated from the point of view of the most energetically favorable state. A tendency to radius decreasing is observed. Monte Carlo simulation showed that the reduction of the Casimir energy of such a line is proportional to its curvature.
